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FOREIGN investment brings many benefits — new technologies and know-how among them — but 
its role in supplementing domestic savings is crucial for Australia, since we have not proven ourselves 
capable of living within our own income means. 

Investment is the key driver of our living standards but Australia does not produce sufficient savings to finance 
this and needs foreign capital inflows. 

Our savings shortage amounts to a fifth of our annual investment. Among the reasons why we generate 
inadequate savings are welfare policies that discourage self-reliance, and excessive personal consumption. 

These are compounded by taxation policies under which savings are penalised by tax on the original earnings 
being added to by tax on the income from the savings themselves. Superannuation has offered some partial 
shelter from double taxation but now this is under pressure by new government tax grabs. 

The problem got worse with the Rudd-Gillard budget deficits and the present Senate composition means that 
things are unlikely to improve markedly. 

The Chinese are the world’s largest source of foreign investment funds. Though they are not affluent, they 
save enough both to fuel their own rapid growth and to invest in other countries.  

But we have taken policy positions that appear to discriminate against Chinese investment. These include 
ruling out a Chinese Government company’s bid for a share of Rio and a Chinese private business’s bid for the 
Kidman land holdings. 

Of late we saw the Commonwealth Government barring both a Chinese government-owned business, State 
Grid, and a resolutely privately owned Hong Kong domiciled firm, CKI, from bidding for Ausgrid, the main New 
South Wales electricity distributor. With this decision, electricity networks have been redefined as strategic 
telecommunications networks. But, bizarrely, those Chinese companies already have stakes in other Australian 
gas and electricity network businesses. 

Excluding Chinese bidders for Ausgrid is estimated to cost NSW $3 billion. 

Fuelling the already volatile political cauldron of foreign investment policy has been lobbying by Senator Sam 
Dastyari on behalf of his Chinese clients. 

These have heightened suspicion of Chinese Government activities. 

In recent years the Australian economy has basked in the sunshine of a China-fuelled resources boom. For the 
most part post-2008, the benefits of this were seized by the government for welfare spending. Even so, private 
sector initiatives and relatively sound government in the Howard era set the stage for continued solid gains. 

The resources boom has now subsided as the supply deficit gap has closed and as green activists throttle new 
developments, like the massive Adani coal mine. 

And although the latest national accounts figures allowed the Treasurer to brag that we are growing faster 
than all other developed economies, this year’s growth was fuelled by government spending. This, in the 
longer term, is an economic depressant. 

Our need for foreign investment means we can ill afford to be picky about our partners, especially with China. 
China, as well as being our most important export market is now our largest source of new foreign investment, 
accounting for twice as much new investment as the second largest source, the US. 

At the very least we need to confine discriminatory treatment to government- owned entities or see a souring 
relationship with our most important trading and investment partner. 
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